RELEASE FORM

To,

Excel Entertainment Pvt. Ltd.,
701, Orchid Pride, Convent Avenue Road,
Santacruz (W),
Mumbai- 400 055.

Sub: Release Form for Project

Dear Sir/Ma’am,

I wish to submit for consideration by Excel Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. ("Excel") a Project, all the important features of which (including the tentative title and all materials submitted) are attached herewith this Release Form. This summary, tentative title and all other related materials, which may be or have been submitted to you, including all ideas and their particular expression, are referred to as the “Project” in this Release Form.

I understand that Excel will be evaluating the Project as a basis for establishing a potential further relationship with respect to this project. I further understand that Excel has a policy of refusing to review or consider creative materials for any purpose, unless the submitter signs a release form defining the conditions of such a submission.

Therefore, as an inducement for your examination of the Project, and in consideration of such examination, I hereby acknowledge the following:

1. My submission of the Project to you is voluntary, solicited by you, and in confidence. There are no materials being submitted to you other than those attached herewith this Release Form.
2. I acknowledge that no relationship is established by execution of this Release Form, my submission of the Project, or by Excel’s acceptance, review or retention of the Project.
3. I understand and agree that Excel’s use of material containing elements similar to or identical with protectable property contained in the Project shall not obligate Excel to me in any manner if Excel shall have developed or obtained such material either heretofore or hereafter independently or exclusively from sources other than from me.
4. I warrant and represent that I am the sole author of the Project and that the same is registered. I further warrant and represent that to the best of my knowledge the Project and all elements thereof are my original creations and do not violate any copyright, proprietary rights, rights of confidentiality, or other rights of any person or entity and that
no third party has any rights, title or interest therein or thereto except as may be specifically identified on the Project in writing. I hereby confirm to defend and indemnify Excel of any third party copyright claims, including reasonable attorney fees.

5. Although I have retained a copy of the Project, I understand that you will return the copy of the Project submitted to you, if I so request.

6. I further recognize that there are other production houses wherein I may intend to submit my Project, however, I hereby agree and undertake that in the event I do send my project to other production houses, then in such event I shall immediately inform Excel of the same and Excel shall be free and entitled to stop reviewing the project.

7. If any provision of this Release Form is deemed to be wholly or partly invalid, this shall not invalidate the remainder of the Release Form. Instead, the partly or wholly invalid provision shall be replaced by another provision, which comes as close as possible to the purpose of the said wholly or partly invalid provision.

8. I hereby state that I have read and understood this Release Form; that no representation of any kind has been made to me other than as contained in this Release Form; and that this Release Form states our entire understanding.

Sincerely,

[NAME & SIGNATURE]  
______________________________  

Date:

______________________________

Membership I.D:-

Script Name:-

Script Registration No:-